
RHH Research Foundation Chair Mr David 
Catchpole presents Associate Professor Nuri 
Guven with a certificate for his role in the current 
research project titled: Neuroprotective function of 
novel short chain-quinones. 
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The Royal Hobart Hospital Research 
Foundation celebrated local health and 
medical research recently at its 2013 Research 
Excellence Dinner, hosted in partnership with 
industry leader St.LukesHealth.

Following the announcement of its annual 
grant funding in January, RHH Research 
Foundation, CEO Heather Francis, explained 
that, “the 2013 Research Excellence Dinner 
provided an opportunity to acknowledge 
grant recipients, while also showcasing 
the achievements of a number of current 
researchers.

“The evening provided a formal celebration 
of excellence, featuring presentations by 
current researchers, both emerging and 
highly skilled, who showcased how their 
findings directly contribute to the wellbeing 
of our community statewide,” she said.

Ms Francis added that a particular 
highlight of the evening was the keynote 
address by special guest Simon McKeon, 
Australian of the Year 2011 and Chair of 
the National Strategic Review of Health and  
Medical Research.

“The recommendations of the McKeon 
Review, released in April 2013, will shape 
future medical research directions locally 
and nationally over the next decade and it 
was an honour to welcome Simon as our 
key speaker for this year’s celebration,” Ms 
Francis said.

Demonstrating their understanding of the 
vital role of medical research in delivering 
better health outcomes, St.LukesHealth 
partnered with the RHH Research 
Foundation to showcase the research  
work of local doctors, nurses and allied 
health professionals. 
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Chair of St.LukesHealth, Mr Chris Dockray, 
explained that the dinner was a tangible way 
of recognising and celebrating the work of 
Tasmanian clinicians who pursue research 
endeavours as a key aspect that supports 
their clinical role.  

“The work of the Foundation not only delivers 
valuable research outcomes, it enables our 
broader community to enjoy better health 
care from those involved at the cutting edge 
of their chosen specialisations.  We know 
that their investigations make a positive 
difference to the working environment in 
our local hospitals while also delivering 
enhancements in patient care – both within 
the hospital setting and across our broader 
community statewide.“

The RHH Research Foundation acclaimed 
the event as an additional opportunity to 
further acknowledge and thank supporters 
and donors for their ongoing commitment to 
healthcare and medical research.

The Newsletter of the Royal Hobart Hospital Research Foundation

For more information:
RHH Research Foundation
Level 5, 25 Argyle Street
Hobart 7000
Phone: (03) 6222 8088
Fax: (03) 6222 7930
Email: research@rhhresearchfoundation.org
www.rhhresearchfoundation.org

Our QUEST is for knowledge that will lead to 
better healthcare and medical services for 
the people of Tasmania. You can help us by 
supporting our research efforts with a gift, 
bequest, or by volunteering your time.

Each year the Foundation funds research into 
a variety of conditions affecting the lifestyle and 
wellbeing of the people of Tasmania, including 
cancer, heart disease, stroke, diabetes and 
neurological diseases.

This research is undertaken by a diverse 
range of health professionals at the Royal 
Hobart Hospital, and the University of 
Tasmania’s Faculty of Health Science and the 
Menzies Research Institute.

Many of our researchers are nationally-
renowned in their fields, whilst others are at 
the very early stages of promising careers. All 
of them are working to improve the quality of 
health and well-being for Tasmanians.

Your gift, bequest or donation can be vital 
in ensuring that this QUEST continues to 
provide benefits for Tasmanians, now and 
into the future.
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Our Research Excellence Dinner, as outlined on 
the front page of this issue of Quest, has swiftly 
become an annual highlight of the Foundation’s 
events calendar and our second celebration 
delivered an opportunity to hear from one of the 
nation’s thought leaders in our field.  As National 
Chair of the Strategic Review of Health and 
Medical Research, it was a pleasure to welcome 
Simon McKeon to hear firsthand his views 
on contemporary directions, reflecting on the 
recommendations of his report released in April.

In the company of many benefactors and 
supporters, we were delighted to welcome 
St.LukesHealth as our newest partner, 
particularly recognising the synergy offered by 
our shared focus on health and wellbeing across 
our local community.  The address by their Board 
Chair, Chris Dockray, highlighted the many areas 
of common interest and our mutual desire to 
build further upon this exciting new relationship.

With our Scientific Research Advisory Committee 
embracing the recommendations of the 
McKeon Report in directing our future research 
investments, enabled by the generous support of 
our corporate partners and individual donors, we 
have recently confirmed a significant adjustment 
to our grant funding program.  While continuing a 
commitment to nurturing emerging researchers 
and incubating projects through annual starter 
and clinical research grants, the Foundation’s 
Board recently endorsed our SRAC’s proposal to 
instigate a new approach to higher-order grants 
through establishment of significant team-based 
project grants. 

The intention is to fulfil our objectives of 
building research capacity by encouraging the 
development of multi-disciplinary teams which 
draw representation from a variety of fields 
involved in health service delivery and engaging 
researchers at different stages of their career.  
This more collaborative approach, strongly 
promoted in the McKeon Report, aims to 
enable more effective collective effort designed 
to achieve better health outcomes for our 
community, while also 
building further strengths 
in research activity 
across our community of 
highly skilled healthcare 
professionals throughout 
Tasmania.

Heather Francis 
CEO, RHH Research FoundationHeather
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Grant Writing Workshops
The workshops are designed for all career stages and will assist health professionals 
from all disciplines and career stages to identify funding streams and write a successful  
grant application.

Presenters include:

Dr Kathleen Doherty, Faculty Research Project Officer, Faculty of Health Science, UTas

Mr David Tuck, Adjunct Lecturer, UTas & Psychologist at DHHS

Assoc Prof Joanne Dickinson, Principal Research Fellow - ARC Fellow, UTas

Dr Lisa Schimanski, Deputy Director Research Development, UTas

Dr Murray Adams, Deputy Head of Human Life Sciences, UTas

Professor Isabelle Ellis, Professor of Nursing, UTas

Dr Judi Parson, RHH Research Foundation Post-Doctoral Research Fellow, UTas

WORKSHOP DETAILS (lunch included)
Tuesday 8 October 2013

Time: 10:00am – 3:30pm

Location: The Old Woolstore, 1 Macquarie Street, Hobart

R.S.V.P: by Tuesday 1 October

Wednesday 6 November 2013

Time: 10:00am – 3:30pm

Location: Isandula Room, Ulverstone Civic Centre 
 Cnr Victoria and Patrick Streets, Ulverstone

R.S.V.P: by Wednesday 30 October

Thursday 7 November 2013

Time: 10:00am – 3:30pm

Location: Cancer Council Offices 
 69 Howick Street, Launceston

R.S.V.P: by Thursday 31 October

To R.S.V.P. please telephone on 03 6242 8101

Spotlight on supporters
The RHH Research Foundation is tremendously appreciative of the ever generous support 
provided from the local Tasmanian business community. Our many events are able to 
continue as profitable fundraisers, assisting ongoing health and medical research for 
Tasmanians, through their wonderful support with sponsorships and donations.

From amongst our broad portfolio of partners, we would like to shine the spotlight on the 
following major new supporters and partners: 
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Evidence to practice gap: factors that influence 
practices to prevent blood clots following hip and 
knee replacement surgery

Each year, over 2000 Tasmanians undergo a hip or knee 
replacement. Blood clots can be a serious complication of 
any surgery, including hip and knee surgery, for which the 
risk of clots is relatively high. Fortunately, there are several 
measures that can be employed to prevent blood clots, known 
collectively as thromboprophylaxis. Although many national 
and international guidelines have been released over the years, 
thromboprophylaxis has been reported to be consistently 
underused worldwide.

Thanks to the RHHRF grant, we conducted several projects 
to explore thromboprophylaxis prescribing patterns and the 
factors that influence them. We identified that prescribing varies 
greatly across settings in Australia, and can differ significantly 
to the guidelines’ recommendations (in some instances less 
than 10% of patients received recommended prophylaxis). 
We also identified that surgeon training and experience, the 
scientific literature, patient history and patient preferences all 
influence practice. Furthermore, complicated PBS requirements 
were found to be a barrier to prescribing some medications.  
Although guidelines do have some influence on practice, their 
effect is apparently limited.

Our participant surgeons differed in their preferences and 
opinions of what they deemed to be appropriate prophylaxis; 
however, they all strongly agreed that thromboprophylaxis 
should be tailored to individual patients. One of the biggest 
barriers identified to the adoption of guidelines was 
the perception that they lack evidence to support their  
‘one size fits all’ recommendations, thereby posing a medico-legal 
liability to practitioners. In recent times, international guidelines 
have decreased in the strength of their recommendations, 
reflecting inconsistencies in study data that have left some 
professional bodies ‘unclear about which prophylactic strategy 
(or strategies) is/are optimal or suboptimal’.

Research Update 

Based on our findings, we recommend the formation of a 
local (or preferably national) database to collect postoperative 
complication details for arthroplasty patients and then to 
report back to surgeons and hospitals. The collection of 
patient factors, operation factors and thromboprophylaxis 
use and associated details in such a database would assist 
in clarifying how thromboprophylaxis influences postoperative 
complications in different patient groups across the real-world 
setting. This information would also elucidate what constitutes 
appropriate thromboprophylaxis in different patient groups, and 
would naturally inform forthcoming national guideline editions.  
The ultimate aim of this further research agenda would naturally 
enhance patient safety and outcomes, while also making 
future evidence-based guidelines and recommendations more 
acceptable to surgeons.

Professor Gregory Petterson, Corinne Mirkazemi and Dr Luke Bereznicki.

Congratulations Heather!
The Board and team at the RHH Research Foundation would 
like to say well done to CEO, Heather Francis, who was 
recently announced as the Telstra Business Women’s Awards, 
Community and Government category winner.

Recognised for her contributions to local health and medical 
research with the RHH Research Foundation and previously at 
the MS Society Tasmania, Heather was also highly regarded 
for her involvement on the Tas Women’s Council, her role on 
the Australian Marketing Institute’s National Board and her 
work on the Crime Stoppers Tasmania Board.

Heather will now represent Tasmania at the Telstra Business 
Women’s Awards, to be held in November in Melbourne –  
good luck Heather!

RHH Research Foundation CEO, Heather Francis.



Douglas Bransden from Smithton was the lucky winner of the brand new Mazda2 
Neo kindly supplied by DJ Mazda.
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2013 Mega Raffle Winner
The first of the RHH Research Foundation’s two Mega Raffles was 
drawn recently and special congratulations to Douglas Bransden 
from Smithton who won the DJ Motors all new Mazda2 Neo valued 
at $15,990.

Upon taking delivery of his winnings, a beaming Mr Bransden remarked 
that the only prize he’d ever won previously was a doll in a local raffle 
when he was 6 years old. “A brand new car certainly tops that for 
sure!” said Mr Bransden.

Thank you to the many supporters of the Foundation who purchased 
lucky numbers or indeed books to assist our fundraising efforts. We 
certainly enjoy meeting those supporters who visit our office to drop 
off their payment and sharing their stories of why they’re supporting 
our ongoing research works – thank you.

Could the next winner be you?
With the next Mega Raffle on its way, keep an ear out for a call from our 
wonderful Call Centre support team. You could be our next big winner! 
The team will again be taking to the phones soon as we continue to 
raise funds for ongoing health and medical research.

Volunteering –  
would you like to 
help deliver Research 
Foundation events?
With the RHH Research Foundation activities 
undergoing some changes recently, we’re looking for 
some wonderful community minded volunteers to help 
us deliver top class events and to support us behind the 
scenes with administration-based help. What better way 
to find some great volunteers than via our supporters 
who already know the work of the Foundation through 
reading QUEST?!

The Foundation is seeking assistance with the following 
volunteer support roles available:

•   Helping to coordinate events and special projects

•   Raffle ticket sales, ticket collection and splitting

•   Ushering guests, handing out programs

There are plenty of benefits to assisting the RHH 
Research Foundation as a volunteer. Becoming a 
volunteer for the RHH Research Foundation provides 
you with: an interesting and dynamic (fun!) work 
atmosphere; a chance to update your skills in a 
supportive environment; friendship and social contact; 
an opportunity to play a vital part in life-saving work; a 
chance to stay abreast of the latest health issues and 
potentially a step toward moving back into paid work 
or to begin taking a step away from your former career. 

If you’d like to register your interest, or to find out more 
information, please call Laura on 6222 7049 or get in 
touch via email: laura.males@dhhs.tas.gov.au 

Drawn by DJ Motors’ Michael Johns in the RHH Foyer, our winners were all 
delighted at their good luck. 

Wonderful and valued RHHRF volunteers Lia Le Grove and Mary Gates.
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Mixing up the fundraising program for 2013, the 
RHH Research Foundation decided it would be fun 
to feature brother and sister (twins!) guest speakers, 
Mel and Greg Irons. With very special thanks to  
St Michael’s Collegiate and The Hutchins School for 
supporting this event, both Mel and Greg (former 
students respectively) each shared their very own 
special tale. But on one area they were united - Mel and 
Greg had guests in awe of their tireless approaches to  
helping others! 

Mel, a Personal Trainer, current PhD candidate 
and founder of the Tassie Bushfires – We can help 
Facebook page, shared her approach of lifting others 
up in times of need and had the audience in tears with 
some of the more personal stories that resulted from 
the devastating bushfires in January 2013. 

Not to be outdone, brother Greg also had the audience 
in tears - of laughter! As Director of Bonorong Wildlife 
Sanctuary, Greg demonstrated an unwavering 
commitment to helping the community through wildlife 
conservation, but also to helping others through the 
building of a 24/7 wildlife rescue service – also hitting 
a peak demand in the bushfire tragedy. 

May breakfast with Mel  
and Greg Irons

Welcome Springtime –  
featuring Deborah Hutton
Although spring was in the air and the bulbs well and truly brightening 
up gardens, you could be excused for thinking the Welcome Springtime 
fundraising event should be renamed Welcome Snowtime! 

With gorgeous Deborah Hutton joining us, a snow-capped  
Mount Wellington and the Derwent River provided a stunning backdrop, 
surrounding our lovely new venue the Boardwalk Gallery at Wrest Point. 
Welcomed by bubbles, guests enjoyed raising funds by popping balloons, 
snapping up treasure keys and raffle tickets with plenty of prizes on offer 
from our many wonderful business friends and partners, all in the name of 
medical and health research. 

Special thanks to event sponsor Harcourts Hobart for their wonderful 
support of this fun event, the fashion parade featuring Review, Sportscraft 
and Roger David was a real treat with special thanks to our models: 
Marcus, Kate and Claudette, along with Emma, Olivia and Meghann from 
St Michael’s Collegiate and Charlie and Dan from The Hutchins School. 

Guest speaker Greg Irons, with RHHRF CEO Heather Francis 
and The Hutchins School Headmaster, Warwick Dean.
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Looking stunning is Deborah 
Thurley and Sandra Fagan.

Jandy Godfrey and Tracey Thomas 
joined in the festivities of the day.

Our very lucky treasure winner 
Suzie Woodford and the lovely  
Kelly Logan.

RHH Research Foundation CEO 
Heather Francis with our very 
special Welcome Springtime guest 
Deborah Hutton.

Guest speaker Mel Irons (centre) with St Michael’s 
Collegiate Chair Liz Gillam and St Michael’s Collegiate 
Principal Robyn Kronenberg.

The gorgeous Kate on the catwalk - wearing Sportscraft.

Guest Speaker: Deborah Hutton
Wednesday 11 September 2013

With special thanks to our partners
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Donation Form
■  I/We wish to make a donation of (please tick)

■   $500      ■   $250      ■   $100      ■   $50      ■   $25      ■   Other $

■  Cheque      ■  Money Order      ■  Credit Card (please complete the details below)

OR I would like to become a member of the Foundation’s RSVP program by making a regular donation  
from my credit card.

I/We would like to donate $                            every (please tick)     ■  Month      ■  Quarter     ■  Year

Title:                                                      Name:                               

Address:

           

Phone:       Email

Credit card details:

■  Visa              ■  Mastercard

Credit Card Number 

■ ■ ■ ■    ■ ■ ■ ■    ■ ■ ■ ■    ■ ■ ■ ■
Expiry:        /        /                                                                          Signature:                                       

Name on card:                                                                                

OR

■  I have established a regular donation of $                      to the RHH Research Foundation directly from my bank account.

Bank:  Westpac
Account name: Royal Hobart Hospital Research Foundation
BSB:  037 001
Account:  33 9611
Description: Surname_first initial 

Please send me more information:

■  Workplace giving       ■  How to make a bequest in my Will       ■  How to host my own fundraising event       ■  Volunteering

Please return in the enclosed reply paid envelope or: 
RHH Research Foundation 
GPO Box 1061
Hobart TAS 7001

Please note that as a supporter or donor to the RHH Research Foundation, your personal information will be collected for the purposes you gave 

it to us and in order to advise you of news, events and fundraising activities relevant to the RHH Research Foundation. Your personal information 

may be disclosed to relevant third parties contracted by the RHH Research Foundation for events and fundraising activities, or as required by law. 

Please tick the box if you do not want your information to be provided to third parties fundraising on behalf of the RHH Research Foundation   ■
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Thank y ou for y our support

More than 60 people have registered to abseil Wrest Point in 
Hobart’s most exhilarating new fundraiser - The EDGE! 

Following cancellation due to high winds in late August and again in 
October, the event will now take place on Sunday 3 November, with 
designated abseil times: between 10.30am – 2.30pm. The RHH 
Research Foundation encourages people to head down to Wrest Point to  
witness the fun along with liking ‘The EDGE Abseil for medical research’ 
Facebook page.

Assisted by Aardvark Adventures, a local 
team with over thirty years of experience, 
participants will scale down 17 floors  
(a whopping 60m) to raise much-needed money 
for vital health and medical research projects.

Donate via the link to support this EDGY 
fundraiser! http://goo.gl/dS3FrC 

The EDGE! Abseiling Wrest Point for local medical research




